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(Image credit: Microsoft) Microsoft confirmed which games are coming to the Xbox Game Pass for the console in May 2020. Along with Red Dead Redemption 2, which was previously announced, the subscription service has three other games planned for release this month: Day Z, Final Fantasy 9 and Fractured Minds. It is also possible, of course, that
Microsoft will surprise us with several versions of the game over the coming weeks, so did with Streets of Rage 4 and Moving Out. As for release dates, Red Dead Redemption 2 and Day Z will be playable from May 7, Final Fantasy 9 will be playable from May 14, and Fractured Minds will be available from May 19. Final Fantasy 9 in particular is worth
checking out the list. It is considered the best entry in the series by a certain subset of fans (although this is the case for almost every Final Fantasy entry), and takes Final Fantasy back to its medieval roots-infused after several sci-fi entries of FF7 and FF8. Given Final Fantasy doesn't have the longest history on Xbox, it's nice that Xbox One players can
give it a try as part of Game Pass.DayZ is a survival game from the early days of the genre, and much of what pioneered (tense encounters with human players, scrounging through buildings for loot) has come to form the basis of royal genre combat. It's worth taking a look. Red Dead Redemption 2, of course, is the main event here. Rockstar's giant, the epic
mega-sale replaces its own publisher GTA 5, which leaves the service on 7.These more games are also leaving on May 15, so play them now if you are interested: Black DesertDoomLego Ninjago Movie Video GameMega Man Legacy Collection 2Metal Gear SurviveThe Banner SagaWolfenstein II: Colossus New PART PC, Halo 2: Anniversary will be
played in Master Chief Collection from May 12. Xbox Game Pass dealesGame Pass is really a great value service if you're looking to lighten the amount you spend on new games. Here are the best Game Pass deals available today: Developer Rockstar Games is not playing with its major game franchises. The makers of Grand Theft Auto, Red Dead
Redemption, Max Payne 3, and table tennis (yes, table tennis) all go in on its properties at incredible results. For example, Grand Theft Auto V maintains a staggering 97 on Metacritic, and still regularly appears near the top of bestseller game lists every month - a full three years after debuting. This is unprecedented, but not so surprising. It goes to show how
much care the developer puts into his games, and how dedicated players are to these games. Now, Rockstar has announced one of the most anticipated games of recent years, a sequel (or prequel) to The Red Dead Redemption in 2010. there is no doubt that the game was brilliant. It's one of the highest rated games of the console generation, and it's
absolutely holding up today. However, there is no a few tricks that could do even better, tricks we are hoping to see included in Red Dead Redemption 2. 1. Improved shooting and mechanics cover Red Dead Redemption | Rockstar Games In today's world, there is no excuse for a AAA game to have less stellar gameplay. You should be able to pick up a
controller and feel how expensive the game was to make. The original Red Dead Redemption plays well, but it doesn't feel as tight as other top-tier games feel today. There's something a little hectic about shooting and coverage-based gameplay mechanics. With the new installment, Rockstar should kick it up a notch, making combat mechanics feel as good
as Gears of War 4 or Destiny. That's not a small task, but if developers can nail, all the inevitable Wild West gunfights packed into the game will be that much more enjoyable. 2. Bring it to PC Gaming PC | AVA Direct For years, Red Dead Redemption has only been available on Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3. With reverse compatibility, you can now play it on
Xbox One. And thanks to a re-release, PlayStation 4 owners can have a go at it as well. A platform has never been on (and probably never will be) is your PC. That can change for Red Dead Redemption 2. Although Rockstar has only announced for Xbox One and PlayStation 4, there is a good chance it will come to your PC. Rockstar seems to have had
great success with Grand Theft Auto V on pc, making it all the more likely that a new Red Dead will find its way there. The only catch is that it took Rockstar a year and a half to port GTA V to the PC, so a similar wait is likely for the new Red Dead. 3. Smooth out pacing Red Dead Redemption | Rockstar Games The story of Red Dead Redemption is
captivating as always, but many players would agree that certain parts have been dragged more than they need. The scenes that take place in Mexico come to mind, as well as some of the missions given by the more annoying secondary characters. Also, some of his disorientation towards the end seemed to lie pacing on an initial play-through - though he
eventually paid. If the new game can tell an equally compelling story, but without lining and without feeling repetitive, players will be in for a treat. 4. Fewer characters too strange The people of Rockstar are masters of satire, after proven by the entire alternative of modern America we've created in Grand Theft Auto Games. Red Dead Redemption is not
meant to be ironic or bite into its humor, making characters as drunk Irish men out of place. He comes off as a little too drunk and too stereotypicalirish. The game goes for a more measured way of realism in almost all other aspects, making the points in steps over the line seem out of place. Humor is good, so they shouldn't stop trying to be funny. But they
should be careful not to break the break the tone of the game when presenting stupid or stupid characters. 5. More Convenient Saves Red Dead Redemption | Rockstar Games To save the game in Red Dead Redemption, you either need to go to a bed that belongs to you or walk in the wild and start a campfire. These options don't sound all that
uncomfortable in theory, but they can be annoying in practice. Modern life is full of distractions, which means you may have to stop playing at any time. So Rockstar, this time around please quickly-save us anywhere at any time. We'd be eternally grateful. 6. Add a wait man feature checking his watch | Source: iStock Many of the missions you can take in
Red Dead Redemption require you to talk to someone at a designated time and place. If you go to the right place at the wrong time, the game tells you something like, Turn around between 6 and 10 a.m. Which, though realistically, isn't exactly player-friendly. This is a simple problem to solve: just add a feature wait. Allow players to open the menu, press
wait, and select the time you want them to be picked up. Boom, the problem solved. 7. Don't Worry Teaser for a New Red Dead Redemption Game | Rockstar Games It is important to remember that Red Dead Redemption has instantly become one of the most important Rockstar franchises, just behind the GTA. The team at Rockstar San Diego has
probably been working on this new installment since He shipped Undead Nightmare – which, by the way, turned out to be one of the best DLC expansions ever released for any game. The years since the original game have not blurred his reputation among the players a iota. It is as fondly remembered as ever, and its many brilliant aspects are rooted in
zeitgeist games. There is no way Rockstar would release a follow-up if he wasn't fully convinced he had another hit on his hands. So don't worry, in all likelihood Red Dead Redemption 2 will be fine. Follow Chris on Twitter @_chrislreed Check out Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Red Dead Redemption 2 is not a game that wants content. With a
campaign that lasts almost 50 hours - and enough extra content to keep players busy long after 100 - it's as close to a complete Western experience as you can get. But that hasn't stopped the modding community from putting together some impressive new material for the hit rockstar title. If you are growing bored of wild west roaming, installing any of these
modes is required to animate the experience. Here are the best mods currently available for Red Dead Redemption 2. Further reading Red Dead Redemption 2 Manager Before installing several different modes, it is worth installing software that you can manage them all. Red Dead Redemption 2 does not have an excellent method built into the game, which
allows players to they're arguing all the extra files, which means you'll want something like this Mod Manager. There are a few steps to get this running, but once it's up you'll be able to install subsequent mods with ease. Railway Engineer While trains are fun to put yourself around with vanilla Red Dead Redemption 2, Railroad Engineer takes things to the
next level. The mode adds dozens of new features, including cruise control, speed and direction displays, as well as the ability to change switches and tracks at the touch of a button. It is currently one of the most downloaded mods for the game, and it's easy to see why. Red Dead Redemption 2 Trainer If you want to get really weird with the game and have
direct access to dozens of crazy features, Zolika's Trainer is the way you're looking for. It will allow you to start riots on demand, spawn any vehicle or pedestrian at will, change the time of day, change the weather, and even use a feature called The Complete God Mode. If you want to bend the world to your will and simply enjoy the massive playground that
is Red Dead, it's hard to beat that. Longer days Sometimes the day flies, and all you want is a little more time in the sun. That's the premise of longer days, a way that allows you to change the exact length of the day/night cycle. It's a simple but one that allows you to enjoy the beauty of Red Dead Redemption 2 on your terms. Introduction Completed Save
Let's be honest — once you've played through the start sequence of RDR2, you don't want to do it again. It's a bit boring compared to other parts of the game, and since you already know what's going on, it's even more tiring to log through. If you want to start a new file - but don't want to endure the game intro - just install this easy mode and you'll be able to
skip the entire intro portion of the story. Legal Screen Skip This mode introduces a small tweak that makes the game easier to jump in and play. If you're really impatient - or don't intend to do something unscrupulous with the game - Legal Screen Skip lets you bypass all the warnings when uploading Red Dead Redemption 2. Bank Robberies What is a
Western game without bank robberies? This aptly named Bank Robbers mode gives players the opportunity to rob banks by pointing their gun to the cashier – it would be the way it works in Grand Theft Auto V. It's an easy way to make a quick buck, but don't expect to get away without alerting local authorities! Ped Damage Revision If you wanted your
shootouts had a little more variety for them, you're not alone. One of the red Dead Redemption 2 most downloaded mods of all time is The Ped Damage Re revision. This programme complex changes the way NPs react after they have been shot. For example, they might stumble if they have an injured leg or grab to a wound on their arm. It comes in two
varieties, realistic and standard, so you can adapt the experience to your liking. Photo-Reshade Visual Reshade of Western Rockstar are beautiful on your own, but if you want something a little bigger, you can install this popular way of Anamist. It takes a powerful computer – users usually see a bit of a drop in fps – but if you have the processing power to
run this mode, you will be treated to a wonderfully reimagined world. Red Dead Redemption 2 Save Editor Don't have time to work through the 50-hour campaign to unlock all content? With this mode, you can change dozens of variables associated with the save file. Whether you want to increase your health, earn more money or simply change items in your
backpack, you can do everything with this Save Editor. Survive the island Currently in beta, Survive The Island drops players on an abandoned island without weapons and their forces to fight for their lives. Players will have to scour their surroundings to find resources to help them on their journey, lest they meet an early death. The general purpose? Let's
locate the Molotov and hunt a bear. It's a fun - and challenging - mode that introduces a whole new way to play this game. Red Dead Freecam It's a beautiful world, so why not explore it without limits? Red Dead Freecam gives players complete control over the camera, allowing them to rise in the air and take stunning photos of the environment. It's not the
most complex mods, but viewing the world from a new angle can be a surprisingly fun experience. Blink (Teleportation) Forget the horse, just teleport! Getting around the massive world is easy when you can instantly jump to the cursor location. There is a maximum range you can blink at - probably due to technological constraints - but it's still a heck of much
faster than riding on the horse. Editors' recommendations
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